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Introduction
About the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
More than 25 years ago, utilities and energy efficiency organizations around the Northwest
established the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) to share the costs and benefits of
coordinating efforts to transform markets for energy efficiency.
NEEA is a collaboration of more than 140 utilities and efficiency organizations working together
to advance energy efficiency in the Northwest on behalf of more than 13 million consumers.
The alliance drives market adoption of energy efficiency products, services and practices for the
benefit of the region.

Funding
NEEA operates in five-year cycles. From 2020–2024, the alliance’s funding is $188 million for
electric efficiency and natural gas Market Transformation and includes funding to pursue special
projects such as End Use Load Research, Strategic Energy Management and Multifamily Building
Stock Assessment research.

The alliance is currently funded by the Bonneville Power Administration, the Energy Trust of
Oregon and the following utilities: Avista Utilities, Cascade Natural Gas Corporation, Chelan
County PUD, Clark Public Utilities, Idaho Power Company, NorthWestern Energy, NW Natural,
Pacific Power, Portland General Electric, Puget Sound Energy, Seattle City Light, Snohomish
County PUD and Tacoma Power. Please refer to these organizations by their proper names in
communications, versus nicknames or abbreviations.
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About the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is an alliance of more than 140 utilities
and energy efficiency organizations working on behalf of more than 13 million energy
consumers. NEEA is dedicated to accelerating both electric and gas energy efficiency,
leveraging its regional partnerships to advance the adoption of energy-efficient products,
services and practices.
Since 1997, NEEA and its partners have saved energy equivalent to powering more than
640,000 homes each year. As the second-largest resource in the Northwest, energy
efficiency can help offset most of the region’s new demand for energy, saving money and
keeping the Northwest a healthy and vibrant place to live. To learn more about NEEA’s
25-year history of successful market transformation, visit https://neea.org/25years or
watch the video.

Key Messages
Who is NEEA?
NEEA is a collaboration of more than 140 utilities and efficiency organizations working
together to advance energy efficiency in the Northwest.

What does energy efficiency mean to the Northwest?
Energy efficiency benefits Northwest energy consumers through lower utility bills and new
products, services and practices that help improve the value and comfort of homes; the
number of family and living wage jobs; and economic opportunity for businesses.
Ultimately, the region’s collaborative action and long-term commitment to energy
efficiency through NEEA contributes to a vibrant and more sustainable Northwest.

What is market transformation?
Market transformation is the strategic process of intervening in a market to create lasting
change in market behavior. Use title case (i.e., Market Transformation) when referencing
NEEA’s specific, formalized process and approach to enacting permanent market change.
For more guidance on this usage, see p. 12.

What’s NEEA’s purpose?
NEEA is an alliance of utilities that pools resources and shares risks to transform the
market for energy efficiency to the benefit of consumers in the Northwest.

History of Success
Since 1996, the alliance has cost-effectively delivered more than 800 average Megawatts
(aMW) of co-created energy savings through market transformation. Energy efficiency is
the cornerstone of a vibrant and sustainable Northwest.
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NEEA Brand Usage
NEEA Corporate Brand
NEEA’s corporate (or internal) brand is most commonly used with utilities, efficiency
organizations and other entities who have long-term relationships with the alliance
across programs and sectors. The brand is primarily used with upstream and midstream
audiences to ensure the alliance has a relationship with manufacturers and other
upstream partners across multiple programs and sectors.
NEEA’s corporate brand strategy is a business-to-business one, meaning that the alliance
will not build an end-use customer-facing corporate brand.
In order to understand how the brand is used with various audiences, those audiences
need to be defined.

Upstream

Midstream

Downstream

Manufacturers, Standards
Bodies, National Energy
Efficiency Organizations, Code
Officials, Regulatory Agencies,
Distributors, etc.

Trade Allies or Contractors,
Retailers, Architects,
Engineers, etc.

End-users, Consumers

Upstream: The NEEA brand is used to communicate with manufacturers and other
upstream partners across programs and sectors. Usage includes name, logo and, whenever
possible, NEEA’s funder lockup (see p. 19), which is NEEA’s logo combined with
funding utility logos, as used on presentations and other materials used in conversations
with manufacturers.
Midstream: The alliance typically utilizes partner or market-facing brands with midstream
audiences to limit the use of the NEEA brand in the market and to encourage co-branding
opportunities with funders and partners. However, when the alliance is working with larger
distributors or other entities with a national presence, relationships often cross programs
and sectors, which makes the NEEA brand a less confusing option.
Downstream: To avoid competing with funders’ end-use customer relationships,
downstream marketing efforts are conducted using partner brands or market-facing brands
whenever possible. The only time the NEEA brand is used with downstream audiences is
when there is no market-facing or partner brand and there is limited need for some sort of
attribution to a NEEA staff member or program.
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External Brands
Market Partner Brands
Market partner brands influence, educate and inform audiences about a product.
Occasionally, alliance programs may leverage market partner brands, like ENERGY STAR®
to differentiate or promote energy efficiency products. In these cases, staff will work
directly with market partners and follow their brand guidelines. Use of NEEA’s brand is
not required and, generally should not be used when working in the market on customerfacing communications. When considering using the NEEA brand for a end-use customer
facing marketing piece, please consult with NEEA’s Corporate Communications team.

Market Facing Brands
Market partner brands influence downstream audiences. Product-specific brands are
created for specific programs (i.e. Hot Water Solutions). Co-branding with market partners
or utilities is pursued whenever possible and customizable templates are created to
encourage uniform messaging to downstream audiences. Please note that any co-branding
with funding entities needs to be coordinated in advance with the utility or NEEA’s
internal marketing lead on the program.
Using these market-facing brands serves to:
1. Provide an unbiased, third-party entity to educate and inform midstream and
downstream audiences and enables co-branding by market partners and utilities;
2. Prevent the NEEA brand from being a consumer-facing brand, which creates
competition with funders’ brands and their communications to their end-use
customers; and
3. Create a standalone product-oriented, efficiency focused—rather than entity
focused—brand that is not associated with any utility unless that utility desires
the association.

Usage of Market Facing Brands by Audience
Upstream: Communications using market-facing brands are targeted to midstream and
downstream market actors; manufacturers are aware of them as their products are being
promoted.
Midstream: Communications leveraging market-facing brands to midstream audiences
include trainings for the supply chain, listings of trained installers on program websites,
distribution of customizable templates, email communications, etc.
Downstream: Communications that leverage market-facing brands to downstream audiences
include customer-facing websites and communications to build awareness, educate and
drive traffic to funder and supply chain partners’ incentives and offers.
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Website Differentiation
Websites

Description

What is housed there?

neea.org

neea.org is the alliance’s corporate
website and is home to NEEA
branded documents that are in their
final state. The site also houses
advisory and coordinating committee
meeting materials.

Examples include: Business and Operations
Planning documents, Market Research &
Evaluation, Emerging Technology and Codes &
Standards Reports, and Specification/Qualified
Products Lists. Includes committee meeting
materials such as charters, packets notes
and slides.

neea.org Portal

The neea.org Portal is a passwordprotected landing page that connects
committee members and other
utility staff to the NEEA resources
they need all from one centralized
location. Access to the neea.org
Portal is currently limited to alliance
funders and current advisory and
coordinating committee members.

The neea.org Portal acts as a link hub – its purpose
is to act as a central unit to direct people to
resources, but not to be the source of the resources.
The only documents that will exist within the portal
will be individual funder savings reports.

Market
facing websites:

These websites were created to:

Final, non-working documents pertaining to
programs that have a market facing website and
that don’t belong in the neea.org advisory and
coordinating committee library may need to be
placed on one of NEEA’s market facing websites.
This includes marketing and collateral pieces, case
studies, and program/product specific resources.

• BetterBricks
• BetterBuiltNW
• HotWaterSolutionsNW
• SEMHub

1. Provide an unbiased, thirdparty entity to educate and inform
midstream and downstream
audiences and enables co-branding
by market partners and utilities when
they choose;
2. Prevent the NEEA brand from
being a consumer-facing brand which
creates competition with funders’
brands and their communications to
their end-use customers;
3. Create a standalone productoriented, efficiency focused—rather
than entity focused—brand that is
not associated with any utility unless
that utility desires the association.
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NEEA Logos and Lockups
NEEA Primary Mark
The NEEA logo is used to indicate that the given intellectual property
is exclusively owned and/or developed by NEEA.
When space allows, the NEEA funder logos (aka, the funder lockup)
should be used in addition to the NEEA logo.
Use-case examples include assets created by or for NEEA, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEEA website
Presentations
NEEA success stories
Primary research and reports
Logic models
Qualified product lists

NEEA + Partner Logo Lockup
PARTNER
LOGO

This logo lockup is used by funders or non-funder partners to
indicate that NEEA has contributed to intellectual property
that is co-owned by both/all parties.
Use-case examples include co-owned and/or co-developed
assets such as:
• Research materials, white papers or presentations

Brought To You By NEEA Logo
This logo is used by NEEA staff and funders to indicate
that intellectual property has been developed by NEEA on
behalf of its funders.
Use-case examples:
•
•
•
•

Program websites (e.g., BetterBricks.com, BetterBuiltNW.com)
Program training materials and presentations
Program/product installation guides
NEEA research published by a NEEA funder

In Collaboration With NEEA Logo

IN COLLABORATION WITH

This logo is used by NEEA staff and non-funder partners to
indicate that NEEA has contributed to intellectual property
that is owned by a non-funder partner.
Use-case examples:
• National conference presentations with non-funder partners
• Training or marketing materials containing NEEA-developed content
• Installation guides utilizing NEEA-provided research or expertise
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Writing Guidelines
NEEA staff is frequently tasked with explaining complex, technical
topics or initiatives via emails, presentations, websites and written
communications. Because the alliance operates in many capacities and
supports numerous projects at any given time, writers must always work
to communicate accurately and efficiently, encourage engagement, and
increase understanding of the alliance’s benefits and regional impact.
These guidelines have been developed to assist in communicating NEEA’s
work in simple, straightforward terms.

Language, Tone, and Structure
Tone, language and communications structures should demonstrate the
alliance’s literal purpose while embracing partnership and togetherness.
Funders value collaboration and partnership, and all communications
should support funders feeling heard, understood, valued, energized,
appreciated and inspired.
Personality: Collaborative
Efficiency advances in the region are only as good as what the alliance can accomplish
together. The personality to communicate when speaking about NEEA as an organization
should be friendly and approachable, yet professional and accountable.

Messaging: Direct
Messages should be communicated as simply and clearly as possible. To ensure
connection with stakeholders, all messages should very clearly focus on benefits and be
inclusive. Avoid a lot of jargon, acronyms, technical language or industry-speak. And when
applicable, messages should include clear paths to action.

Style: Demonstrating Action
Illustrations and examples should focus on the results and successes of the region, not
the successes of NEEA staff. Use of photography should embody the region and the
people that make it up – showing big cities, small towns and rural landscapes, our
stakeholders, customers and funders. It should highlight actual projects, successes
and collaboration between funders.
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Style
The alliance follows writing guidelines established by the Associated Press (AP) Style
Guide to encourage consistency across all communications. The most recent version of the
AP Style Guide should be referenced when writing and editing any collateral intended to
be distributed to funders, staff or stakeholders. In general, all writing should incorporate
these rules:
•
•
•
•
•

Keep messaging clear in intent and concise in nature.
Demonstrate the alliance’s actions and how it provides value to the region
through messaging.
Place emphasis on collaboration with funders, partners and stakeholders; NEEA staff
should not claim responsibility for the alliance’s successes.
Use fundamental information over details and specifics – readers are always able to
ask for more detailed information.
Limit use of technical terminology or industry jargon, or cite unfamiliar sources which
may muddle the main message or serve to confuse, distract or overload the reader.

Voice
When necessary, the writer may adopt a first-person plural point of view. While “we” or
“us” are acceptable on occasion, “the alliance,” “NEEA” or “the region” is preferred in
most instances. If you are referring to actions of NEEA employees versus the actions of
the alliance, explicitly state “NEEA staff.” Watch personal pronouns, to make sure the
intended meaning and that the person/s referred to is clear, to avoid the perception that
NEEA staff are taking ownership of alliance activities. Use active voice.

Copyrighting
All presentations from NEEA/NEEA staff and materials that NEEA produces or is produced
on NEEA’s behalf (logic models, resources, baselines, etc.) should be copyrighted as:
©YEAR Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance
You may not sell, reproduce, or
distribute, all or any part of the Data
without the express, prior written
permission of NEEA.
The YEAR should be the year that the
content was released.
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Names and Abbreviations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reference any regional Market Transformation collaboration work as being conducted
by “the alliance.”
Reference the specific organization facilitating Market Transformation activities as
“the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance” on first use, and “NEEA” after that.
Reference specific employees of the organization as “NEEA staff.”
Always place “alliance” in lowercase, unless being used in a title or page/
section header.
Always place “funders” in lowercase, unless being used in a title or page/
section header.
Always spell out “Bonneville Power Administration”; never shorten to BPA.
Always spell out “Energy Trust of Oregon or Energy Trust”; never shorten to ETO and
never use “The” before Energy Trust.
Always spell out and capitalize “Northwest”; never shorten to NW.

Spell out all acronyms and abbreviations upon their first usage in a document to avoid
subsequent confusion. “NEEA” is the only exception to this rule. Do not use periods when
writing acronyms.

Common Abbreviations
aMW - Average megawatts
BTUs - British Thermal Units
DHP - Ductless Heat Pump
DOAS - Dedicated Outside Air Systems
GWh - Gigawatt hour
HPWH - Heat Pump Water Heaters
kWh - Kilowatt hours
NEEA - Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
(spell out on first usage for external communications only)

SEM - Strategic Energy Management
A full list of acronyms and terms is available in the appendix of the 2020-2024
Business Plan.
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Language to Use/Avoid
Presenting a unified voice to the region is important. In speech or in writing, use language
that supports the region as a whole in place of language favoring NEEA as an outside
organization, group or office versus an alliance. Doing so will reduce confusion about what
NEEA stands for, and will help to align messaging across various audiences.
Instead of Saying This:

Say This:

The Alliance

The alliance

Members of NEEA

Regional partners

Utilities of the alliance

Energy-efficiency community; stakeholders

NEEA’s efforts

The region’s efforts

NEEA’s effectiveness

The region’s effectiveness

NEEA’s success

The region’s success

NEEA did/does

Together; through collaboration

Inventing new technologies

Identifying applications for new technologies;
Testing and promoting new technologies

Agents; as agents in advancing

A catalyst; as a catalyst in advancing

Heard at state and local levels

Research and data

NEEA (specific to the Portland office)

NEEA staff; NEEA employees (See page 5)

Other key words and phrases:
•

Accelerating Energy Efficiency

•

Market Strategists

•

Accelerating Market Transformation

•

•

Accountable

•

Collaborative

Market Transformation/market
transformation (see p. 12 for
usage guidelines)

•

Cost-Effective

•

Opportunistic

•

Filling the Pipeline

•

Regional Partners

•

Innovative

•

Removing Barriers

•

Sustained Long-Term Change
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Usage guidelines: Market Transformation vs.
market transformation
Always use title case (i.e., Market Transformation) when referencing NEEA’s specific,
formalized process and approach to enacting permanent market change. Consistent use
of the title case format will differentiate NEEA’s particular approach from the general
concept of market transformation. When referencing market transformation in a general
sense, or in the context of efforts enacted by entities other than NEEA, use the lowercase
format (i.e., market transformation).
The following examples, as respectively taken from neea.org, NEEA corporate materials
and a NEEA conference proposal, demonstrate when to use “Market Transformation” in
the title case format.
•

NEEA’s Market Transformation success stems from a dynamic group of employees
from a variety of backgrounds who share a passion for building a more sustainable
Northwest.

•

Since 1996, the alliance has cost-effectively delivered more than 620 average
Megawatts (aMW) of co-created energy savings through Market Transformation.

•

Through NEEA’s Market Transformation work with manufacturers, utilities and market
partners, the alliance is recognized as a national leader in transforming the waterheating market.

The following example from a NEEA conference proposal demonstrates the appropriate
use of “market transformation” in the lowercase format.
•

Through NEEA’s work with manufacturers, utilities and market partners, the alliance is
recognized as a national leader in water-heating market transformation.

Press Requests
If you are contacted by the press or receive requests from the general public regarding
NEEA activities, please forward the request to Corporate Communications.
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Visual Guidelines
Logo Usage
The NEEA Primary Mark
The identity system is designed to be flexible to
communicate effectively with different audiences, but
NEEA’s logo (symbol and wordmark) always remain
the same.

Symbol

The NEEA logo should never be modified. Do not alter the
logo’s form or rendering. Do not de-couple the NEEA logo’s
symbol and wordmark.

Wordmark

Leave plenty of space around the NEEA logo. No graphics,
type, or illustrations should violate the mark’s clear space.
The minimum clear space equals the height of “symbol”
the brandmark.
x

x
x

NORTHWEST ENERGY EFFICIENCY ALLIANCE

black

grayscale

full name lock-up
The NEEA logo’s full name
lock-up may be used
when communicating with
audiences who are less
familiar with NEEA.

reversed - white
When placing the NEEA logo
against a solid background (also
known as “reversed”), use the
designated logo artwork. In
situations that require the logo to
be placed on a color background,
use the Reversed - White logo
artwork.

Brand Guide
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In instances where clean
reproduction of the mark’s
gradients are not possible, such
as silk-screen or embroidery,
use the two-tone version of the
mark.
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The NEEA logo’s full name
lock up is discouraged in
instances where the audience
clearly understands who
NEEA is. Think of how and
when NASA might actually
need to spell out “National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.”

Logo Usage
The NEEA Primary Mark
The identity system is designed to be flexible to communicate effectively with different
audiences, but NEEA’s logo (symbol and wordmark) always remain the same.
The NEEA logo should never be modified. Do not alter the logo’s form or rendering. Do not
de-couple the NEEA logo’s symbol and wordmark.
Symbol

Wordmark
Full Name Lock-up

NORTHWEST ENERGY EFFICIENCY ALLIANCE

2"

NORTHWEST ENERGY EFFICIENCY ALLIANCE

NORTHWEST
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
ALLIANCE

1"

<1"

Preferred Sizing

.5"
Minimum Size

Maintain the integrity of the NEEA logo
The NEEA logo has been carefully designed to reflect the brand personality of NEEA and it
should always appear in its original form with sufficient clear space surrounding it.
The NEEA type is a custom design and does not belong to any standard font family. Do
not reset the NEEA type or alter it in any way. Do not alter the overall shape of the chevron
symbol or the gradient shading. To ensure the impact and preserve the integrity of the
logo, any deviation from the established standard usage is prohibited.
The examples below show improper usage of the NEEA logo.
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logo colors

Never rearrange the logo
symbol and wordmark

Never place the logo inside a
containing shape

Never distort the logo
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Never place the logo
against a background that
inhibits legibility

Never use the wordmark
independently

Color Palette
Nothing differentiates a brand like color. Color creates context and sets mood. It can
create a lasting impression and is an instantly recognizable part of a brand.
Using the brand colors correctly is important. But it’s also important to use them
creatively. Color lends an opportunity to amplify design, depending on the audience and
intended message.
Pantone (spot)

CMYK (print)

RGB (screen)

Hex (web)

302 C

100 38 0 69

18 53 89

0345b

368 C

50 0 100 0

140 198 70

8dc63f

801 C

100 0 0 0

42 169 224

00aeef

158 C

0 69 100 0

243 108 33

f37121

7409 C

1 28 93 0

250 188 43

fabc2b

7672 C

88 89 12 2

70 64 138

454089

297 C

51 0 0 0

127 205 232

6acff6

7461 C

100 40 0 0

0 131 202

007dc5

In addition, a gradient palette has been created
to help “liven” and add interest to backgrounds.
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Typography
Fonts
NEEA’s primary brand font Trade Gothic LT Std should be used in all
written communication.
If Trade Gothic is unavailable, or the document will be in Word versus a
PDF format, Calibri may be used in its place. The font used in PowerPoint
presentations is Helvetica.

Primary font:
Trade Gothic LT Std
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
!@#$%^&*()<>?

Secondary font:
Calibri
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
!@#$%^&*()<>?

PowerPoint font:
Helvetica
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
!@#$%^&*()<>?

Formatting

Brand Guide

•

Add emphasis using Trade Gothic LT Std Bold Oblique for headlines, to be
consistent with the typeface of the Innovation to Action graphic.

•

All document titles, headings and subheads should be set in initial caps
title case, while body copy should be set in sentence case.

•

Titles, headers and subheads should be descriptive, straightforward and
minimal in length.
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Photography
The photography used should portray innovations and actions – the people, places and
things that are transforming the region. While human interaction brings more interest
to a photo, a landscape image can evoke a regional picture. Some guidelines for
photography include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show people in action and faces.
Avoid images that appear staged or artificial; choose images
that show authentic people, environments and actions.
Market Transformation in action.
Emerging technologies in action.
Local stories.
Highlight actual projects and successes.
Show collaboration between funders.
Occasionally utilize color, gradient and pattern overlays to create visual interest.

All photos used in NEEA materials should be owned by NEEA or rights-free images. If you
need access to owned photos or are unsure if a photo is okay to use, please reach out to
your program marketing lead or Corporate Communications.
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Icons
The use of icons is encouraged when building reports and presentations. A library of
icons is available on SharePoint for the use of NEEA staff. Contractors can reach out to
their point of contact at NEEA to request access to the icon library. These can be used as
wayfinders and to help explain concepts.

Miscellaneous

Brand Guide

Consumer Products

Emerging Technology

Heat Pump
Water Heaters

Extended Motor
Products

Super Efficient Dryers

Breaking Barriers

Focus Group

Tool Kit
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Funder Lockup
Funder Lockup Usage
NEEA represents third parties in its communications. The most common scenario is
representing its funders. The illustration below represents the preferred language and
visual lockup for representing NEEA’s funders in communications produced by NEEA.
Use of this lockup is recommended for all NEEA communications. Do not rearrange
logos or modify lockup. The lockup is updated for each funding cycle. Permission
should be obtained before using funder logos. Please contact Corporate Strategy and
Communications with questions.

DELIVERING LONG-TERM SAVINGS ON REGIONAL INVESTMENTS
BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS
Using its proven market transformation approach, the alliance set out to understand and characterize
each market barrier and then designed strategies to address each one.

NEED

SOLUTION

Drive product
performance

Create the Advanced Water Heater Specification to provide
manufacturers with key direction about consumer needs
and important technical and reliability criteria.

Validate product
performance and
energy savings

Conduct lab and field testing and launch demonstration
projects with Northwest utilities and Energy Trust
of Oregon.

Increase consumer
awareness

Create market-facing websites and promotional
campaigns and support utility programs with customized
marketing resources.

Increase supply
chain capabilities

Provide installer training and follow up with quality
assurance visits.

Reduce first cost

Offer rebates from retailers and manufacturers and
promotions to provide incentives to both customers
and distributors.

– N o rt h w e s t R e g i o n –

– A d v a n c e d Wa t e r H e a t e r
Specification –

– HPWH products offered by –

HPWHS SOLD

PRODUCT TIERS ADDED

OF MANUFACTURERS

60K+

5

100%

421 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 600 | Portland, Oregon 97204
503-688-5400 | info@neea.org | neea.org

©2020 Copyright NEEA
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Examples
Presentations
PowerPoint decks and other presentation templates
incorporate NEEA colors and backgrounds. Text items
should be kept minimal and supported in speech.
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Handouts and Printed Materials

Last Updated: August 2015

Success Stories

CYCLE 5 BUSINESS PLAN (2015-2019) RESULTS

CODES

REMOVING BARRIERS
To drive permanent market
change, the alliance
identiﬁed and removed key
market barriers to energy
efﬁciency throughout the
supply chain. Utilities,
energy efﬁciency
organizations and market
actors each played a crucial
role in this process known as
Market Transformation.

Raising the Bar for the
Region’s Energy Codes

Technical Barriers

Consumer Barriers

The alliance collaborated with
technology developers and
manufacturers to fast-track the
development of emerging
technologies, including the ﬁrst
commercially available gas heat
pump water heater expected in
2022.

To address consumer needs, the
alliance provided the market with
research-backed solutions and worked
with manufacturers to support product
innovations and go-to market strategies.
As a result, market adoption of heat
pump water heaters and ductless heat
pumps more than doubled in Cycle 5.

More stringent energy codes and product standards represent significant long-term energy savings
potential for the Northwest. Raising the bar for energy codes in new buildings ensures that they will
use significantly less energy over their lifetimes than older construction.

Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes
Innovation: When the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) launched the national ENERGY
STAR Homes program, it was successful in
other parts of the country but not a good fit for
the Northwest. With support from our regional
partners, we led negotiations with the EPA in
2003 to establish the Northwest ENERGY STAR
Homes specification, which requires ENERGY
STAR homes built in the region to exceed state
building codes for energy efficiency by at least
15 percent.
Action: The Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes
program launched in May 2004, and by the end
of 2007 nearly 600 builders signed on. The
effectiveness of the Northwest ENERGY STAR
Homes initiative played an important role in the
successful adoption of the 2009 Washington
State Residential Energy Code, which then
helped support important changes to the 2009
National Model Energy Code, which is adopted
by 35 states including Idaho and Montana.

OUR UNIQUE ROLE IN
MARKET TRANSFORMATION
•

Leverage Opportunities
Because we were able to leverage the market
power of our 12 million energy consumers,
we were able to work with the EPA to
develop a higher regional specification for
Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes.

•

Accelerate Adoption
We worked with builders and energy
efficiency professionals to increase voluntary
adoption of the Northwest ENERGY STAR
Homes standard. Improved codes in all four
states ensure that new homes will now meet
this higher standard.

•

Product Availability Barriers

Market Actor Barriers

Through the Retail Product Portfolio program the
alliance partnered with national and independent
retailers representing more than 300 retail store
locations across the Northwest to increase the
availability of efﬁcient consumer products.

To shift lighting contractors toward more
efﬁcient products, the alliance partnered
with electrical distributors. In doing so,
NEEA built a robust data-gathering tool −
the Distributor Platform − that now supports
multiple alliance markets and programs.

2015-2019 C0-CREATED* ENERGY SAVINGS
ALL INVESTMENTS (1997-2019)
Achieved 146%
of Business Plan Goal
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200

Adapt Initiatives
We continue to support the next generation
of improved codes.

100

Prepared by:

0

SUCCESS STORY

ENERGY STAR
Efficient Clothes Washers
®

Consumers in the Northwest once had little awareness of the benefits of energyefficient clothes washers. With ENERGY STAR-certified models commanding only
two percent of the market in 1997, the region’s utilities came together to alter consumer
behaviors and drive demand through targeted incentives, rebates and consumer
awareness campaigns. As a result, highly efficient clothes washers became the
new standard for manufacturers, retailers and consumers around the U.S.
Our Role in Market Transformation
Innovation: Our incentive programs for manufacturers and retailers were an early success,
increasing market share for efficient clothes dryers to 20 percent by 2001. We introduced
new programs in 2004 and 2006 to encourage utilities and manufacturers to offer consumers
matching rebates for new purchases.

THE PROMOTIONS WERE SO SUCCESSFUL THAT THEY
WERE DUPLICATED BY UTILITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY.

Action: By 2006, market share for efficient clothes dryers had reached 50 percent.
Using this increase in market share as leverage, we worked with our partners to influence new
federal standards for clothes washer efficiency and even higher ENERGY STAR specifications.
Since the initiative began, we have continued working with ENERGY STAR to raise efficiency
specifications multiple times, with three of the most stringent standards reaching 100 percent
market share in 2011.
Outcome: ENERGY STAR clothes washers now use
20 percent less energy and 35 percent less water than
regular washers. The initiative exceeded its initial goals,
achieving 41 aMW in co-created savings from 1997 to
2007 — enough to power 30,000 U.S. households
each year. Funding for this initiative ended in 2007
after market barriers had been successfully removed.

neea.org | info@neea.org | 503-688-5400
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970,000 tons
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150
aMW
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Avoided CO2 Emissions:
200

aMW

150
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50

Goal

OTHER METRICS

CURRENT INVESTMENTS
(2015-2019)

Result

0

Achieved 89%
of Business Plan Goal

75
aMW
Goal

Levelized Cost:

67

aMW

Result

2.7 cents/ kWh

The more efficient
we are, the
more we do for
energy efficiency.
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